Just What is the "Mark of the Beast" ?

The Scriptures speak of having
a mark in 2 Timothy 2:19. Here
it speaks of those whom God
knows, and He has "marked"
as His. Paul speaks in the Roman letter, to "mark" those who
cause divsions. These are "symbolic" references. Much of the
same is true in the account of
Genesis describing Cain who
Cain slew Abel and
slew Abel. God placed a "mark" received from God...
upon Cain because of this sin. the " Mark of Cain."
It remained upon Cain and also
his progeny. Indeed, as a result of the Flood, there were
no survivors of the seed of Cain ! Apparently, they were
"marked" also. There was no physical sign or visual
evidence of this "mark." It was, however, recognized by
God. The seed of Cain corrupted the Pre-Flood world,
or Ante-Deluvian Age, by intermarrying with the seed
of Seth, who was appointed to replace Abel. This created the great wickedness of "spiritual Giants" in the
earth. These "giants" formed a system of worship and
rebellion against God, his commandments, his worship,
and his Person. This rebellion was among all mankind.
The Bible says that only Noah found grace, or favor
with God, as he was still faithful to the worship of God.
He defied the System of Rebellion, particularly in obeying God in the building of the Ark.
< Imagery and Symbols are often used in
Prophecy to identify
what God wishes to
signify. Here are four
Beasts from the Book
of Daniel. They were
used to describe the
world Kingdoms that
would be in the earth.

In the Book of Revelation, imagery and symbols are
used in conjunction with the "Mark of the Beast." The
Historicist view, or interpretation of Revelation, signifies that the Dragon is Imperial Rome, or civil powers
that arose from its demise. The Beast is the ecclesiatical power, or Papal Rome. The False Prophet, arose
out of the Beast, and represents an extension of both
the Beast and the Dragon. This would be Protestantism
and its civil power, that we call Democracy. The other

two modes of interpreting Revelation: Preterist and Futurist, were contrived by Catholic Jesuits, later supported by the Rothschilds, when they joined forces with the
Catholic Church. The result of this union is modern-day
ecumenism designed to form a One-World Church. The
Rothschilds expanded the Futurist System through the
agency of the aforementioned Darby and Schofield. It
can be seen then that the Historicist view, is not controlled, and has been sealed with the blood of many
Christian martyrs. No one, has yet had to die for his
belief, in the other two false interpretative modes.
In Revelation 17:5, the
Beast and its image are
also termed, " Mystery,
Babylon the Great ,....."
This refers to the model
of Babylon, or Babel as
recorded in Genesis 11:4.
This was the start of a
System of control by the
union of man's civil rule Nimrod built a "city and a
and religious authority to tower" (Gen. 11:4). Or, a civil
replace God's moral rule power and an ecclesiatical
and laws. This System, al- authority, which instituted a
beit, far more sophistica- common religion for all for
the purpose of total control.
ted, hence the mystery, is
in effect today. This System holds complete control
over the masses today. The popular Church is in total
compliance with its benefactor, the Civil Powers, so
that they can remain the official mode of worship.
Although, they parrot the separation of church and the
State ; it is a complete farce. The State subsidizes the
Church through its tax system. They are one... in every
war, the Church "blesses" the efforts of State to kill and
destroy their enemies. Jesus said "his kingdom was not
of this World." The Church System belies this. Thus, the
symbology of the "mark of the Beast, " is that its adherents, by hand or actions, and mind or thinking, cannot
"buy or sell, " that is, " preach or teach " (Proverbs 23:
23), without a respective mark , or the approval, of the
System. Jesus spoke somewhat of the "World." The
Greek word for the world, is "cosmos." It means the
"System." The System is what put Christ to death: it was
the union of Jewish Ecclesiatical Authority and the civil
power of Rome that crucified Jesus. Today, if one does
not have the mark...he is outside the System. Are you
one of these ? If you are, you will avoid the plagues, or
judgments, coming on
upon this System. If For more information write:
not, the Bible says to
"come out of it." The Spickard's Signs of the Times
P O Box 1131
time is short.
Lake Ozark MO 65049
- Joseph Spickard

Spickard... on the ....
Mark of the Beast...
" And he causeth all, both small and great,
rich..poor..to receive a mark in their right
hand, or in their forehead.. no man might
buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or
the name of the Beast, or the number of his
name." - Revelation 13:16-17, 1769 KJV revision.
" ,..Babylon is fallen...if any man worship
the Beast and his image, and receive his
mark in his forehead, or in his hand..."
- Rev. 14: 8, 9, ibid.
"Nevertheless, the foundations of God stand
sure, having this inscription (private mark,
Strong's Greek Dictionary), the Lord knoweth
them that are His..." - 2 Timothy 2:19.
"And the Lord set a mark upon Cain,."
- Genesis 3:15b, KJV.

^ POPULAR CONCEPTS : Urban legend ,
bloganda, and Evangelical Churches, all
suggest the Mark of the Beast is a variation of the original Social Security Card,
issued in 1935. The real ID Card, set to be
in effect in May, 2008 is said to give way
eventually to the microchip (upper right). It
is said to be implanted on the hand or the
forehead. Microchip implants, for cosmetic reasons alone, would have to be elsewhere, particularly in regard to the forehead. Furthermore, the Scriptures do not
support such speculation. The mark is a
visible symbol, not a hidden implantation.

to devise and propagate the doctrinal System of
Dispensationalism for this very purpose.

The Mark of the Beast in Revelation

The reader is first introduced to the "Mark of the Beast"
in the Book of Revelation in the 13th chapter. In this
account, we are told of the Dragon, and the Beast, and
their ability to wage war upon the Saints, and to overcome the Saints. Then the Lamb with two horns, that
speaks like the Dragon, later identified in the 16th chapter as the False Prophet is introduced, who exercises the
power of the Beast. This lamb-like, False Prophet, is
enabled to do wonders and miracles to deceive the masses of peoples upon the earth. This False Prophet gave
power to the "image" of the Beast, and would also cause
all to receive the " Mark of the Beast. " This mark is the
number of man, or 666, and is also the number of the
name of the Beast.
In this account, it does not speak of a worldwide oligarchy, who wishing to control humanity, first starts to implement a total surveillance program under totalitarian
and socialist, communist principles. This cabal initally
implements this in social experimentations among the
German people under the guise of Nazism, and later,
with the Eastern European Bloc of nations, known as
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, or as the cold
war acronym, the USSR. This is done under the guise of
Communism. Thus the same ruling elite controls both
Fascism and Communism, which history books whose
authorship comes from the intellectual ranks of such an
elite, tell us that Fascism and Communism are complete
opposites....This is just the beginning of 20th century
"newspeak" that invades our senses and violates our
normal reasoning powers. This loopy dialectical analysis
is termed "PsychoPolitics." This worldwide oligarchy is
rather known, as what is called and identified by James
the Apostle in his epistle, as " The Rich Men."
This oligarchy is what is promoting the present ideas of
a New World Order. They are promoting the premise
that security cards, ID cards, and microchips, and such,
are necessary to control terror, "axis' of evil," and whatever will serve as a straw man to advance their agenda.
They have even spent vast sums to indoctrinate popular
Christianity to believe that such an agenda is the " AntiChrist," "Beast," " Mark of the Beast," and other symbols
as contained in the Book of Revelation. They wish to influence and control Evangelical Christianity in this regard for purposes of the destruction of the Popular
Church, and especially the individual believer.

^ THE ROTHSCHILD MONEYPOWER : Pictured
above, Baron Edmond Rothschild, self-described
"Father of Israel," is honored on a Israeli postage
stamp. The Rothschild Family, is not described in
the Book of Revelation. They are, however, prophesied of by the Apostle James in his epistle.
James tells of the " Latter Day Rich Men" (Chapter 5:
1-6). This is a cabal of ultra-wealthy elitists who
have the ability to accumulate vast sums of riches and wealth to control global commerce. They
are able to control and defraud labor, worldwide,
by underpayment of fair wages and promote
economically, a " global plantation." This "serfdom"
works under the cover of "free-trade;" "guest-worker
programs;" "job out-sourcing to third world nations ;"
" illegal worker immigration;" "manufacturing bases
moving to slave-labor nations;" " forced prison labor;"
"NAFTA ;" and "creating worker insecurity ;" to name
just a few of the designs that defraud and disenfranchise the local worker of a fair, equitable
labor market and a livable wage structure. This
also undermines national sovereignty. Below....A
Map of the proposed NAFTA Superhighway which will
expand NAFTA at the further expense of American
worker. It follows the I-35 corridor. I will cover
this subject further in my future newsletters.

< BUSY MEN : John
Darby, left, an agent
of the British Crown,
and founder of the
Brethren Movement
in England. He was
also an agent of the
Rothschilds as was
Schofield. I cover this
in my booklet, "Are the
Times of the Gentiles
Ended ? ($15 ppd). The
Reverend Darby and
Schofield combined
in two generations
to fully implement
Dispensationalism.

Thus, the Evangelical Church is not advocating
the meaning of the Book of Revelation, but an
interpretative System that seeks to deceive millions, and ensure their demise, under the premise of a New World Order. The way this is being implemented is through one of the popular
teachings of the Dispensationalists, known as
the Rapture. The Rapture is supposed to take
away millions of Christian believers from earth
to heaven to avoid what Dispensationalists call
"The Great Tribulation." Dispensationalism is
based on a futurist interpretation of Revelation.
Thus, the consequence is that millions of
Christians (?) are sitting on their hands, awaiting a Rapture, blissfully ignoring the threats to
their freedoms by the Rich Men, thinking that
they will be delivered from Tribulation.
They couldn't be more deceived.

Indeed, the spokesmen of this cabal of "Rich Men,"
confirms this. New Age author, Jeremy Rifkin, writer
of " The Emerging Order," states that, " Evangelical
Churches will be the chief instrument to bring the
New World Order to birth." In the last 150 years,
this Oligarchy, or the Powers That Be, has commissioned the likes of John Darby and C.I. Schofield to

< RAPTURED:The
Popular Church , in
the U.S., thinks it is
exempt from persecution, because of the
Rapture. Thus, it is
totally unprepared
of the approaching
totalitarianism. A
HUGE part of the Enemy's agenda, is to put
such doctrines into the Church, to make believers
complacent, not "watching and praying," so they
will be caught unawares for Coming Judgments !
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The Scriptures speak of having
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no survivors of the seed of Cain ! Apparently, they were
"marked" also. There was no physical sign or visual
evidence of this "mark." It was, however, recognized by
God. The seed of Cain corrupted the Pre-Flood world,
or Ante-Deluvian Age, by intermarrying with the seed
of Seth, who was appointed to replace Abel. This created the great wickedness of "spiritual Giants" in the
earth. These "giants" formed a system of worship and
rebellion against God, his commandments, his worship,
and his Person. This rebellion was among all mankind.
The Bible says that only Noah found grace, or favor
with God, as he was still faithful to the worship of God.
He defied the System of Rebellion, particularly in obeying God in the building of the Ark.
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In the Book of Revelation, imagery and symbols are
used in conjunction with the "Mark of the Beast." The
Historicist view, or interpretation of Revelation, signifies that the Dragon is Imperial Rome, or civil powers
that arose from its demise. The Beast is the ecclesiatical power, or Papal Rome. The False Prophet, arose
out of the Beast, and represents an extension of both
the Beast and the Dragon. This would be Protestantism
and its civil power, that we call Democracy. The other

two modes of interpreting Revelation: Preterist and Futurist, were contrived by Catholic Jesuits, later supported by the Rothschilds, when they joined forces with the
Catholic Church. The result of this union is modern-day
ecumenism designed to form a One-World Church. The
Rothschilds expanded the Futurist System through the
agency of the aforementioned Darby and Schofield. It
can be seen then that the Historicist view, is not controlled, and has been sealed with the blood of many
Christian martyrs. No one, has yet had to die for his
belief, in the other two false interpretative modes.
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System of control by the
union of man's civil rule Nimrod built a "city and a
and religious authority to tower" (Gen. 11:4). Or, a civil
replace God's moral rule power and an ecclesiatical
and laws. This System, al- authority, which instituted a
beit, far more sophistica- common religion for all for
the purpose of total control.
ted, hence the mystery, is
in effect today. This System holds complete control
over the masses today. The popular Church is in total
compliance with its benefactor, the Civil Powers, so
that they can remain the official mode of worship.
Although, they parrot the separation of church and the
State ; it is a complete farce. The State subsidizes the
Church through its tax system. They are one... in every
war, the Church "blesses" the efforts of State to kill and
destroy their enemies. Jesus said "his kingdom was not
of this World." The Church System belies this. Thus, the
symbology of the "mark of the Beast, " is that its adherents, by hand or actions, and mind or thinking, cannot
"buy or sell, " that is, " preach or teach " (Proverbs 23:
23), without a respective mark , or the approval, of the
System. Jesus spoke somewhat of the "World." The
Greek word for the world, is "cosmos." It means the
"System." The System is what put Christ to death: it was
the union of Jewish Ecclesiatical Authority and the civil
power of Rome that crucified Jesus. Today, if one does
not have the mark...he is outside the System. Are you
one of these ? If you are, you will avoid the plagues, or
judgments, coming on
upon this System. If For more information write:
not, the Bible says to
"come out of it." The Spickard's Signs of the Times
P O Box 1131
time is short.
Lake Ozark MO 65049
- Joseph Spickard

Spickard... on the ....
Mark of the Beast...
" And he causeth all, both small and great,
rich..poor..to receive a mark in their right
hand, or in their forehead.. no man might
buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or
the name of the Beast, or the number of his
name." - Revelation 13:16-17, 1769 KJV revision.
" ,..Babylon is fallen...if any man worship
the Beast and his image, and receive his
mark in his forehead, or in his hand..."
- Rev. 14: 8, 9, ibid.
"Nevertheless, the foundations of God stand
sure, having this inscription (private mark,
Strong's Greek Dictionary), the Lord knoweth
them that are His..." - 2 Timothy 2:19.
"And the Lord set a mark upon Cain,."
- Genesis 3:15b, KJV.

^ POPULAR CONCEPTS : Urban legend ,
bloganda, and Evangelical Churches, all
suggest the Mark of the Beast is a variation of the original Social Security Card,
issued in 1935. The real ID Card, set to be
in effect in May, 2008 is said to give way
eventually to the microchip (upper right). It
is said to be implanted on the hand or the
forehead. Microchip implants, for cosmetic reasons alone, would have to be elsewhere, particularly in regard to the forehead. Furthermore, the Scriptures do not
support such speculation. The mark is a
visible symbol, not a hidden implantation.

